Assassination Records Review Board
Final Determination Notification

AGENCY : CIA
RECORD NUMBER : 104-10015-10192
RECORD SERIES : JFK
AGENCY FILE NUMBER : 201-289248

August 15, 1996

Status of Document: Postponed in Part

Number of releases of previously postponed information: 9
Reason for Board Action: The Review Board's decision was premised on several factors including: (a) the significant historical interest in the document in question; (b) the absence of evidence that the release of the information would cause harm to the United States or to any individual.

Number of Postponements: 3

Postponement # 1 (Page 1):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it reveals the identity of an intelligence agent that might be withheld under Section 6(1)(A) of the JFK Act. The Board is awaiting additional evidence from the CIA, at which time it will reconsider the postponement.

Substitute Language: Source
Review Date: 12/1996

Postponement # 2 (Page 1):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Source
Review Date: 12/1996

Postponement # 3 (Page 1):
Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: identifying information

Review Date: 12/1996

Board Review Completed: 06/05/96
CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 25 NOV 63

INFO: SECRET

TO: IMMEDIATE MEXI

INFO: REF MANA 4614 (IN 6790)

DIR: RYBAT GPFFLOOR

CITE: MANA 4615

INFO: LFK 2820262

INCOMING NUMBER: 6791

LEN: 0000

OPERATIONAL PRIORITY: IMMEDIATE

INITIALS: DUN

DTG: 2820262

INFO: DUN OF 218-642

END OF MSG...
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